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Job placement for the class of 1971 remains poor
Job placement for inernbcrs ol
the class of 1971 "has not picked up
this summer the way we thought it
would," Adrian Sewall. a,.0ciatedirector of career planning and
placement, said Wednesday.
As of June 30,524 January, June
and August graduates were still
seektrig placement, out of about
1,100 registered with the placement
office.
Sewall said the placement figures
are "much lower than last year.
—Tech students are hurting prettybadly," he said. There are 69 whohave yet to be placed. At this time
last year there were than 20. And
not half the graduates in the College
of 1.ducation have been placed. Thisis unheard of.
"Across the board, we've slipped
quite a bit this year. Last spring we
were saying that placement ssotiki
pick up. Now all we can say is that
we hope it picks up in the late
summer, although it doesn't look likeit will.
"Of course, we in the planning
office want to see students getting
employment. Studtnts are willing to
take ariN. twaningful job. But theyhave little going for them."
ANOTHER MONTH - - Worker puts finishing touches on new UMOswimming pool. The pool is expected to open by Aug. 15. - - after workerslay down carpeting around the pool.
Not just jobs
A total of 405 members of theclass of 1971, who received, orexpect to receive nest month.associate, bachelor and higher degrees
at I. have been placed.
Ed Hewes, UMO class: lied em-
ployee, talks about the Univer-
sity and ,family life. Story, p. 7.
I he s,,,n1 .1)1.1.ement"
either that the student has found ajob in teaching or in industry, plansto go on to further study, has signed
up for military service, or has decidedto become a home-maker.
Out ot the 405 placed so far, 243
have found jobs; 124 in industry, and
119 in teaching.
A total of 97 will go on for
further study, 40 into the military,
and 27 into home-making.
"I - he number of graduates from
each college who have been placed,
compared with the number registered
with the placement office is as
Follows: Arts and Sciences out of
329, 82 have been placed, 187 are
seeking placement, and 60 have lost
contact with the placement office by
not sending post-graduate forwarding
addresses. Business Administration;
37 placed out of 103; Education 105
out of 250; Life Sciences and
Agriculture. 74 out of 186: and
Technology, 107 out of 225.
The breakdown by college of
graduates finding jobs is as follows:
Education, 84; Jcchnologv, 60; LifeSciences and Agriculture, 46: Arts
and Sciences, 30; and Business
administration, 23.
Sewall said a follow-up study willbe conducted next month todetermine the number of students
who, having lost contact with theplacement office, may have foundjobs. These students number 164.
Pay-raise decision Wednesday
The University of Mame Board of
Trustees will decide next Wednesday
whether the classified employees willget a pay raise.
In the meantime, a union group is
conducting an investigation of the
entire University-- especially thebudget and the administration.
Robert E. Montminy, executivedirector of Council 74 of the
American lederation of State,County and Municipal Employees
L-C10). of which the UMO
classified employees union is an
affiliate, ordered the investigation.
"Fhe investigation began "a couple
of weeks ago," Montminy said, and a
written report is due "within a
month." One person is workingfull-time on the investigation. Theinvestigative committee is made up offour persons.
Montminy would not disclose
who is on the committee.
-The people on the committee. I
will say. are not connected with
University' employment."
Montminy said he ordered theinvestigation as a direct result of thefight of the classified employees for a
pay raise. "1 want to see those in
authority bring relief and justice to
the classified employees." he siad.
Ile asserted that many persons
are Jisturbed because they feel the
classified employees are on a lowerpay stale than the regular state
employees because too much moneyis going toward administration
salaries. "By all ameans. it's too
heaty. at the top." NIontminy said.
said that the investigators areinvestigating both the chancellor's
office and all the campuses of the
University ot Maine system. —lhey're
circulating around to all the
campuses," he said.
What does Montminy hope to
accomplish by the investigation?
"The results of the investigation
may result in legislative action during
the special session. And I know there
will be a special session."
Montminy, along with mans.people in the state and several
members of the Maine Legislature,
are not happy with the "Super-U"
sy stem. "I used to support theSuper-U, but I'm not so sure as I
want it now." Montminy said.
Several members of thelegislature have spoken out similarly.
Louis Jalbert. (D-Lewiston). a
state representative, is regardedas the
chief toe of the University in thelegislature. Before the last session of
the legislature ended late last month.
Jalbert has put in an order for the
legislative kesearch Committee to
meet with the University
administration in order that the
University"hierarchy ." the Board of
Trustees and the legislature "have a
closer rapprochment with the people
of the state."
Jalberes order was not passed.
On June 23, Jalbert, speakingbefore the Maine House, said: "A
great deal of protection is being given
to this institution that we give ¶53
million to. land) we can't even find
out somehow. after waiting for
months. lust vs fiat the pay scales are.
let alone the programs and the
policies."
Jalbert feels there is a credibility.gap between members of thelegislature and the University
administration. "I don't believe them(Universiiy. administrators) now. and
as long as I breathe I will be sorry
that I ever voted for the monstrosity
that I got conned into to put them
under one roof," said Jalbert.
lie went on to say. "I am going
to yet to the bottom of this thing if itis the last thing 1 ever do. I am
extremely sorry that 1 ever voted forthis monstrosity.
"W e are giving them the
University) $53 million, and
somehow or other we just can't have
them meet with as. But they just g o
along and make their speeches, and
then anybody that dares opposethem is an enemy of theirs. Well Ihave opposed them before and I havedone fairly well at the polls. And
right now they can put me down as
their public enemy number one withpleasure - - my pleasure."
I he issue at stake here is whether
the t niversitv should have to inform
legisl„tors .o to waht the I niversov
does with its state appropriatedfunds.
Aims MeGuinnes. spevi.,1 assistant
to the chancellor, says the Ic-,tislature
has two major questions: first,
whether the I, mversity does vs hat it
says it vs ill; and secondly. whether
the legislature is given enough facts
and figures to make decisions.
Jalbert sas s the University
doesn't do vs bat it say.  it vs ill do with
its money.  We have a hard time
convincing them that we are spending
the money honestly."
Three UMO professors assess significance of Pentagon Papers
Monday, July 5, the ninth and
last installment of the l'entagon
Papers was published by the New
York Times. The first of the series
began almost a month ago. During
th: intervening time, several
ex,eptional events occurred. I our
net', papers across the country were
restrained by the government from
further publication of the papers,
constituting a questionable SIOlallOn
ot the lust amendment guaranteeing
a free press.
I he government was unable to
prove "a clear and present danger" to
the security of the country to the
safislaction of the Supreme Court,
resulting in a decision in favor of the
press that vv, as 1101 50 IMI, 11 .1
lantlinark as a disappointment toi I he
newspapers involved. Disappmnin4!
bet ause the door was left open is
the vowt for future attempts by the
government to again prevent the
press from publishing material they
consider detrimental to the se, urtlY
of the linited State.
The SUMMI k CAMPUS asked
three I NI() protessors to add their
comments on the papers and the
significant e they hold for us all
today.
John J. Nolde. dean of the
College of Arts anti Soences, vs hi..,
discusses the historical perspet tive ot
the Papers. has been to the I ar I ast
Its ice in the past 20 years to study in
Hong Kong. and speaks and reads
hinese
Here, in part, is what he has to
ic,hn J Nolde
S:* :
"First tit .111. it is that hide
ettort Was Made IV% tie planners of
the Vietnam Nal- to put that affair in
its proper histonv perspe, use.
I reference is llade iii the
(.105 Ument. I ha% Ceti Ill liii,'
hIShlii“11 louts1,1 OW 1111111011 In that
I roubled pa it ot the wood.
"Se.ondly . I am sin pi 'sett at hots
tle the adv i e 01 ,ivshin sv holars was
solicited in the Lk.
 
iermina 'ion of our
Vietnam polky Rarely.  if ever, do
their names appear.
ith reterente lotto. first point,
„e‘er,1 1 observ ations might be made
I. Clearly . the problem of Vietnam
did not begin with the 'I et
0 Itensmve ut I lihm. or the
'Fonkin Gull 111.m' of 1964, or
even the Geneva Conference of
"2 I!iv wally begins m the
with the extension
ot I ii f tired!) p Ink and
econonnt ()Moll over most ot
South and Southeast %so
It continues with the cinctgcn:e
ol Asian nationalism as a reaction
against this control.
"4. It proceeds to the grow th of the
revolutionary. movement in the
cal ly 20th century. the first
manifestations of which appear
betore the outbreak of World War
1.
"5. the revolutionary movement, in
turn, was accelerated by Japan's
invasion of Vietnam in 19411 and
the extension of Japanese power
over the entire area during 1941
and 1942.
"6. Its most modern phase began
with the defeat of Japan and the
establishment of a native of
Vietnam government in 1945,
tree Ol either JapaniSe or
I ujoyean control.
'7. I he t oil war, the latest ,hapter
ill w tim h %se now witness, began
111 all its terocity in 1946.
"Rarely are these points touched
UpOil 111 Me pipers I have sc'en. 1 he
Vietnam Wii be, (tines. insicad. III
integral part 01 the cold %sal thinking
In America, and the peivasne
a n t mmunist crusade. Polic).
makers in Washington looked uponthe conflict primarily as an exeri 1stin anti
-communist military strategy.
with little rekrence to policital
strategy or the histoncal context in
Brooks tiamdt.,1
ssto,h ill; events were 1.11...,y. place."
Brook, Hamilton, professor of
iournalistn and exe, 'dive editor ot
I 1 \ s \lame Ncs.v and Comment,
talked alvOill vshal ille Supreme
MIMI/Cif 011 /Wei 2
lilt N1111111101 Call1PIIN july 9, 1971
UMO professors talk about Pentagon Papers
, /14 ,r01 Pat:i
t otni decision means to the pr'
1 he principle of 'nil pilot
MIIICh means simply that a
p II at ton can not legally be
p „! it ed or ce nsored belore
pub Ii. at 
 
1 ti. huh has been the
,ovs:itutional guidehne for neafl)
2e is is reaffirmed. I he
reariumation, however. shoukl not
ne.essailly be considered good for all
tiIC
-Nialts all the Stipielne Court
slices st ruling tpunons shovved their
IrCILIS %ere seriously troubled by
contentions Mat the
,.untry's security couki be so easily
Heeched. and %% Ink they agreed this
e,rce..h did not at let the salety of
ihe repubhi they 4,11'11,1011sly telt
another ,,ise might arise in the future
1k here that safety coukl he affected.
'So %stole at first glance the 'no
prior restraint' problem is reaffirmed.
I feel that a nest precedent has been
established for the government to
!eel tree to ask the courts to referee
disputes if this kind again III the
II II
"1 is one should read all ot the
opinions vs nuen by the variou,
justices, do not towel that the
ourt's de vision vsas WO brief bin
that there vtere a total ot %est.!!
additional .oncurring or dissen;
Ibrmions representing the though!
the lustives in much greater detai
" X ..lose reading ot all s,...!!
In III IFl and dissenting opinions 1,
ers resealing .. . Perhaps most
revealing ot Vtcrc the dissenting
de,isions by the ( hid t wake. bt
I ustiLe !tartan. and by Justitc
If la, Killian.
ItisUe liar lan in part iv u 1.0
DAILY PICK UV-31
SERVICE
HILLSON
CLEANERS
************
18 MILL STREET
ORONO MAINE
TELEPHONE 3663647
listed points tit la% he felt the case
raised but could not settle because of
time. Ile mentioned seven points of
bit not covered by the &vision. in
each case in such a VLaY that I felt he
is lily Ing to tell us he might have gone
vvith the majority e'.critualI in this
case, had he had the time to thrash
out both it ith and vvith his
colleagues these points of law.
"Despite my strong convictions
in lavor of the I irst Amendment and
the long-range damage to OW SOtletY
it hen any prior restraint is allotted.
find msscIf sympathetic with Justice
Ilarlan's dilemma. and I citeonly one
of his set en points to illustrate:
•"7.
the national secuury or the
Government's possessory! interest
in the documents justifies the
issuance of an injunction against
publication in light of - -
'A. I he thong I! irst Amendment
policy against prior restraints on
p ub I at ions:
'B. I he doctrine against enjoining
conduct in violation of criminal
statutes: and
't lhe extent to vt filch the materials
DO YOU NEED a drawing
pen ink paper pencils,
rulers typewriter ribbon?
Anything in the office and
school supply line.
Bangor Merrifield
Office Supply
'4 State St Bangor
at issue hate apparently already
been othefUlse ths.eminated.'
"Ronald Banks. assistant professor
of history . and assistant to the
President, also talked of the press
implications, and does not agree
Ronald Banks
KEEPSAKE
Di.AmoNDs
DeGrasse Jewelers
watch and jewelry repairing
University of Maine
CLASS RINGS
winplete line of fraternity
old p- rift- charms
;\ Main 1/4,1 Orono
41);
BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
THOUSANDS OF USED BOOKS, EVERY KIND PRINTED,
FICTION, NON-FICTION, TEXT, PAPERBACK. ALWAYS A
LARGE SELECTION OF GOOD, USED FURNITURE AT LOW,
LOW PRICES. HUNDREDS OF ANTIQUES FOR THAT MEAN-
INGFUL GIFT.
- Largest Shop in Malno --
End of Toll Bridge Brewer Maine
Open 9.9 Tel 942-8563
kal4.113115
1(eavols
Univer-,!ty Mall Sh()pping Centet
Orono
FREE ORCHIDS,
STATIONERY,
POSTERS,
CANDLES,
COFFEE &
DOUGHNUTS
GRAND OPENING
JULY 8
Here's what Kampus Kards will he sellintim
Incense, papers posters, pipes, black lights.
ONE OF THE LARGEST ASSORTMENTS OF CARDS
IN New England. GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS,
OPEN TODAY
Will he open 10-10 Monday thin Sdnitday
and 10-6 on Stinddy
completely with Prof. Hamilton's
aSSCSSn14.'nt:
-What remains is this question:
were the assumptions on which the
Vietnam policy was based correct
one or not? I happen to think not.
Yet the 'Pentagon Papers' don't help
us very much in finding the answer to
the question.
"What they do record is a history
of a policy failure, not because the
assumptions behind the policy have
been revealed as bankrupt, but
because, as Max Frankel observes in
the New York 'limes, the 'nation
simply pursued excessive aims with
insufficient means.'
"One question has arisen from
this affair which will be around long
after the 'Pentagon Papers' have been
forgotten. This is the question
it hating to the 'right' of newspapers
and magannes to publish material
free from prior restraint. While it is
true that criminal action may be
taken against the press if evidence
warrants after publication, the fact
remains that publication of much
material that is classified, including
Ilk's of investigative bodies, could
lead to an intolerable invasion of
privacy, to say nothing of character
assassinations.
-That the 'responsible' press can
be trusted to employ high standards
of discretion and fairness is small
comfort with the nation overrun by
publications whose sole justification
for existence is sensationalism of the
crudest sort.
— Clearly, the system of
classification used by government is a
sham. Yet, the problem remains that
there are sound reasons for some
system of classification. It really is
unthinkable that we can live very
long with a situation whereby
government documents, no matter
how sensitive, may be published.
regardless of the consequences, with
impunity."
ENGLISH & WESTERN RIDI NG
Equipment & Clothing
Medications Barn Aids Horse Shoes
Western Book Ftwii,;11 Boots
STORE HOURS
Monday thru Saturday 9-5
Friday evening until 9 prr
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Sight-.sccnit;. tlecp .sca fishing,
and naturalist 10110.
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s,t (it die li.ii I 'I 11111 pal Pier 741
%Ala's
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Upward Bound: Academir and social
I or se, V1eeks. the students and
counselors of the I. [maid Bound
program seem to run I row one
activity' to another.
In their "idle-
 moments Metdance or bowl or play sonic onttloor
sport. Other than that. they keep
active.
Si sty students from around the
state are enrolled in the program at(IMO. A similar number are enrolledin the program at Colby and
Bowdon'.
For the most part, the students
chosen for the program come either
from low-income families. or an area
where educational opportunities are
limited. or both. Some of the
si ti dent s co me from Portland,
Belfast, and Bangor. but a greater
number are from rural areas.
1 he baNIC purpose of the
federally-funded program is to give
underprivileged children a chance to
get into sonic institute of higher
le arning. lo achieve this, the
academic part of the program
consists of three highly intense
periods of study in one area.
kor two weeks at a time. eat.1)
student has one class that last two
and a half hours each day. At the end
of the two weeks, he begins another
class. I flu,. students receke
instruction in three sub'.I co
during the Nis-it eels program.
I Ii 4 acadenik credit in
these courses that is transferrable to
their high schools the regular
students will lie high school
sophoint ire. through seniors nest
year estept for the "bridge-
 students
who are program veterans and
entering college in the tall.1
However, the academic work is
geared to aid the students %hen they
return to school. I he work in the
summer is intended to give them an
advantage - - or at least lessen their
disadvantage 
- - river future
ClassMa II es from different
backgrtiunds.
I lie a cademic part of the
program lakes up only a relatiiely
small amount ot the student's time.
1 rom 1-3 p.m., each person takes
part in an interest area. I his includes
sew inar-ly pe workshops in such
things as photography . yearbook.
drama. newspaper, and guitar. At 3
p.m. a two-hour recreation period
starts.
After supper, two nights a week.
there are study hours - - a quiet
period from 7-9 for lettel-wriling or
st tidy. I wo other nights each week
are set aside for counseling and
sensitivity sessions. l'or many.
s t tide tits, especially those front
broken homes or poverty areas, this
is the most rewarding part of the
program.
,ik.ans
Its\ lOplis such as drugs and
se s ss ith 11u:students. I his. along with
Many other aspeCtS of the program
are part ol any effort to make the
program a total living esperience.1 he social part if the program is
emphasited as much as the academic
part. Boys and girls reside in
neighboring f fa I entity. houses.
Between 7 a.m. and Midnight thelobbies and recreation it f,1 thehouses are open to both sews.
heretore. the MI students and35 counselors (the latter hating one24 hour per week time oft) live
together for a month and .1 half in
the closest and most intense social
conditions. As one counselor.
Roxanne Moore says, "When you're
living this close. every. little thing is
amplified, good or bad. But
everybody knows the problem so
things alway s seem to work tout.-
he closeness of the group
becomes intense. 1. yen in their
'spare-
 time met:kends) most tot thc
group goes on trips to Bar Ilarlkti
Mt. Katandin, and this weekend
Boston. In many ways, the Cpw id
Bound program is a continuo ,:
mouth-and -a-halt sensiny it
con at t session.
Some of the activities undertaken
in the program become popular to
the point ot \11-
This new car is the best reason not to buy a Volkswagen Beetle.
In a year when tvt tV tiolse si,cins to be giving you one t cAson 01alitittml
to buy a Volkswagen Beetle, it might be a good idea to listen to the best reason
Volkswagen's Super Beetle.
It has almost twicethe luggage space as the Beetle of yesteryear
It has a longer-lasting, more powerful engine.
It has a new suspension system for a smoother ride.
It has a flow through ventilation system to bong in fresh art when
closed.
The interior is, to be honest, much nicer .
The floor of the Super Beetle, for example, is fully cat peted.
In all, it has 89 things you could never find on a Beetle.
So of all the claims you'll hear this year by cal makers that their
than a Beetle," there's only one car maker with 25 year, e per rence
back it op.
Volkswagen.
PINE STA1E VOLKSWAGEN
307 HOGAN ROAD BANGOR
TEL 947 0121
111
NIMArefIlk,111, 61.211
is Lad-playing. More speLlikally
hearts.
She says, -It's gotten to the point
where kids stay up to three of lour III
the morning playing. It goes on all
the time. When we were at Katandin,
sonic of the kids 5% en swing around
the Lamphrc play ing until two or
three. It goes on all the tune.-
Getting rnto the program is riot
Qrfirrin
Nr. CasV . Olk ,/1.4)
itumbers .01 1111,11W/11,
 
I/pen and
I. pward Bound modems Ili prey PIUS
Nears are given p „lerence 'sew
members are usually recOnilllt: tided
Is their guidante it )III1Ndia, I IR.% arc
Inters less ed hy the pit Tram director
tor assistant. It „is Lepted . the prograrn
is tree and they re else .1 53 per week
'stipend-
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(the University of Maine
More student aid
The story in this week's SUMMER CAMPUS
,n the Upward Bound program should remind
hose in the University's administration who
Je,:ide on budgetary matters that it is becoming
increasingly difficult for low-income students
to enri iv the benefits of higher education.
The Upward Bound program is obviously
ommendable.
And so are others. including Onwards. But
fast semester the UMO student body voted
1.0441 to 747 against the imposition of an extra
S5 ta \ to support the Onwards program, which
gives academic scholarships to low-income
st uden is.
It is difficult to analyie the reasoning behind
this defeat, although several students said that
the average UMO student. having financial
difficulties of his own, felt that the state should
fund programs such as Onwards, and offer more
in the way of other student tuition aid
programs.
This argument. i.e., that more state money
should he used for student aid, cannot be
disputed.
And although the University will have to cut
back on operating expenses over the next two
years. part of the r' 
- has been
appropriated for the biennium can and should
be transferred from various University programs
into student aid.
For example. for the 1970-71 academic
year, the program budget shows that 14.3
percent of the budget went towards
administration. One percent went towards
student aid.
High administration officials will argue that
administrators' salaries are high because the
University of Maine "wants to attract the most
competent people."
But some of the money which goes toward
administration can be diverted towards other
programs, especially student aid.
For example, there is no reason why the
student handbook should have such an
elaborate color cover.
The purpose of a university is to educate.
The duty of a state university is to educate as
many people from the state as possible.
Students who cannot pay college expenses
should not be denied a college education.
The University's "competent
administrators- should strive to open the
University's doors to a greater number of
competent students who are unable to pay their
way thin- 'hem.
Trustees have problems
The University of Maine Board of Trustees
will meet next Wednesday to decide how the
University' will spend its money over the
biennium which began July 1.
The Administrative Council. consisting of
the president of all the University campuses and
the chanellor. met last Thursday to discuss to
financial state of the University. They have
hirwarded their unpublicited recommendations
to the trustees for approval.
The major problem facing the trustees is the
question of a pay raise for classified employees.
It the trustees approve a raise, then either the
University system will have to cut back even
more on operating expenses (Herbert Fowle,
vice chancellor for business and financial
affairs. has said that the purchase of goods and
serv ices will have to be cut back over the
biennium), or eke, we expect, raise tuition rates
at least jor the 1972-73 academic year.
In either event, a lot of pressure has been
put on University Administrators.
It is difficult to see how the trustees couiu
ignore employee demands.
The employees have threatened to initiate
petition drive for a referendum to abolish the
chancellor's office - - the idea of which, while
maybe attractive to many people in the state - -
could result in the demise of the
"Super-University- system. the concept of
which administrators have been working on for
years.
Several members of the classified employees
union at UMO have expressed a willingness to
strike in September if their demands are not
met. It is doubtful that the trustees will be able
to take a chance and let this happen.
Next Wednesday's trustees meeting will be
held in Bangor. Some interesting things could
happen.
$400 roadblocks?!
The UMO department of public works
should draw up a list of priorities. Although
there really isn't such a department on campus.
it would he difficult to convince some people.
For example. the re-surfacing of the Stevens
Hall parking lot could have waited.
And what about the huge cement hush pots
gracing one corner of the mall? Each of the
pots cost $3.1. Three of them are now set up.
And, according to Roscoe Clifford,
superintendent of grounds and services, the
pots have been set up on an experimental basis.
Clifford says they were set up for aesthetic
purposes. as well as to warn motorists that the
mall is off limits to automotive traffic.
If the experiment is successful, then similar
pots will he set up on the other three corners of
the mall to replace the wooden roadblocks.
In all seriousness. 5400 for such gadrooned
gypsum grunt-getters could he put to more
useful purposes. May they crack in the winter.
by Bob Dennis
like most truly patriotic
Americans. I was on the road for the
Uourth of July Weekend. I figured
that everyone would be coming to
Maine for the weekend and I wanted
no part of having hundreds of
tourists around me. and all those
cars! So I went to Cape Cod.
irst I checked with AAA on
travel conditions, as I wanted to
prepare my mission with every detail.
They predicted about a one in 10
chance of my making it back alive.
So. loaded with plenty of celebration
pints. I left Orono to forge south.
My companion predicted "all the
traffic will be heading to Maine,"
which sounded great in theory so
that as I passed around Boston at 10
mph I was patting her on the back
for thinking of escaping Orono.
I must give thanks to the VI .W for
putting up all those pretty wreaths
and the • little American flags
that all the kids wave at parades.
lhanks should also g() to all the state
policemen who prowled the
highways all weekend. With lights
flashing and those nauseating wailing
sirens, two state cops, not one but a
regiment of two, raced oil the road
to bust some guy taking a leak in the
woods. The resulting III-car pile-up
was great; people even called oft their
vacations to watch the ack 'dent be
picked up.
Once we arrived in I .1st ham we
were able to rest up until it was time
for that great surge of patriotism,
likr77101./ I $ $ St
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Notes on man and society
Of all living things Man has the
most remarkable adaptive potential.
For him adjustment to the inevitable
variations in environment is not a
matter of awaiting the gradual
manifestation of genetically based
physiological or structural responses
which may be present in the gene
pool.
Man, by virtue of his genetically.
based endowment can make adaptive
behavorial responses the permutation
and combinations of which are
almost limitless.
This head and hands kind of
adaptive feature in Man is, of course.
called culture and its rich tapestry of
variation is what has given us the
ethnographic record which
anthropologists have pioneered in
recording
Most men are born into a
particular cultural system and then
live out their lives in terms of the
values and practices of that culture.
These days with films and television
and the myriad magazines
superficially picturing other people
and other ways of life it is possible
for nearly everyone to recognize the
fact and see something of the scope
of Man's cultural diversity.
Some individuals, however, have
enjoyed the privilege of living within
the framework of other cultures for
periods of time and have thus come
to know what it means to Eskimos to
be Eskimos, or what it means to
Polynesians to be Polynesians and
such persons may even have gained
special insight into what it means to
themselves to be Americans, for
esample.
In observing the relationship
between a people and their culture
one thing becomes very clear. People
achieve their humanity through their
culture. 1 hey live and move and have
their being in termsof it. Their way of
life is not merely a colorful
behaviorial affectation which makes
their interestingly different from
other people.
It is their very definition of
themselves. No one should be
surprised, therefOre, to see people
whose culture is threatened with
inundation by another culture
show ing signs of teat or even
hostilit
The diversity of life ways one
perceives when surveying the
ethnographic record has itself had
enormous adaptive utility for Man.
Not only has each cultural system
facilitated the adaptation of some
particular group of men to their
special needs and circumstances, but
the resultant rich variety of cultures,
as different from each other as the
Eskimos' is from that of the
Samoans' which represents an
accumulated cultural pool within
which the human animal can, it
would seem, find the necessary
resources to fashion his survival in
the future.
It appears that the preservation of
cultural heterogeneity is important
and the fiercely passionate
nationalism or tribalism . particularly
of small societies or minority groups
may win our approbation and
certainly our sympathy.
The young American Indian today
finds his definition of himself in his
Indianness. To save himself from the
obliteration the human spirit has
always done battle with, he must
assert himself as an Indian and work
to preserve or even to rediscover his
cultural heritage. In so doing it would
appear that he ultimately enhances
the survival potential of Man by thus
maintaining cultural heterogeneity.
.[his is where the rub comes.
however. We may have learned to
make it to the surface of the moon
but we have not learned how to
manage the maintenance of cultural
pluralism in a world whose distances
are shrinking and whose human
population is burgeoning. In today's
cheek-by- jowl society the young
Indian who asserts his Indianness will
almost inevitably appear as threat
to the position and the interests oi
someone else.
It is the very nature of the social
would we live in these days and it
certainly constitutes one of our
greatest current social problems.
Working our was through the
labyrinth of this dilemma will call lot
whatever genius the social and
behavioral sciences can lay claim to
as well as the patience, forbearance
and understanding of us all.
Looking for America
highlighting traumatic esperience of
every one-year-old kid, the l'ourth of
July ['reworks. To prepare ourselves
for such an event we pruned our
bodies and our minds to their fullest
estent. We then picked out the
strongest male and sacrificed him to
the task of driving.
the crowd was really- digging it.
One rocket, you know, the type that
shoots out a circle of gold, then a
circle of silver, then a bright shower
of red, white and blue, and. ol
course, the usually ungodly loud
boom that echoes up and down the
street while shattering windows in its
path. Well this triple rocket got a
DOI. Ill I A111111111111111111 from the
crowd is %1 ell as a round (il applause.
11. he judges gave it an h. 5. 7' 2, S. 81/2.
I thought the final flag display was
going to set all of Cape ( od on fire
but by then I was feeling so patriotic
I couldn't give a damn.
I he resulting mob scene was quite
chaotic . One guy was yelling "the
brown acid's a bummer, man" and a
man dragging two kids and a balloon
asked me which was to the
port-(u-san.
I learned a lot about America
over the weekend. Basically,
American ways and customs are
funny as hell! Can you imagine what
someone from Mars would think of
the Fourth of July Celebration?
11No.1 Nest year the lourth lalls on a
tictlay 172's a leap year I. Does that
mean a four day weekend? Maybe I'll
try Atlantic City nest year.
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Relevant non-fiction: this year's bestsellers
could bP
Future Shock
by Alvin Tojjler
576 pp. New York
Bantam Booke $1.95
hy adaptation
man's salvation
Our world suffers from a disease.
Some call it corruption, some.
Progress, others. late. Alvin Eolfler
calls it Future Shock. Future Shock
is the inability of many individuals to
cope with the enormous rate of
change continually sweeping through
their existence.
It has repercussions, both
physical and psychological, that are a
great part of the shape of our present
and could have disastrous
consequences on our I•uture if some
effective way of assimilation and
adaptation is not adopted soon.
One would he well advised to
read Toffler's presentation slowly
and unemotionally, if possible.
Otherwise the reader may find
himself displaying the anxiety and
tension that characterizes "I- uture
Shock." 'loftier spews a barrage of
facts in the first few chapters that
give an overwhelming sense of the
speed with which he says our
existence is moving, changing,
consuming, discarding.
1-oi example: "If the last 50,000
years of man's existence were divided
into lifetimes of approximately 62
years each, there have been about
800 such lifetimes. Of these 800,
fully 650 were spent in caves... And
the overwhelming majority of all the
material goods we use in daily life
today have been developed within
the present, the 800th, lifetime."
"In 1850, only four cities on the
face of the earth had a population of
one million or more. By 1900 the
number had increased to 19. But, by
1960, there were 141, and today
world urban population is rocketing
upward at a rate of six and a half
percent per year. according to Edgar
de Vries and J. P. Thysse of the
CCIir tiummer 0:antpti.ti
Review section
The group is new;
the music is original
Bindlex
by II, Y. SI( iigt
International Records
I. here are so many musicians
around today making what they want
us to believe are new sounds. W ho
the hell listens?
We take what we're fed over the
radio, foster our favorites over a
period based on the acid test ot time
and national popularity and what
everybody else is listening to. etc..
etc. Can you blame us? No one wants
to take the chance and buy an album
by someone he's never heard before.
And (iotl knows few record
stores offer the opportunity and
facilities to listen to an album first
anymore. unless (maybe) you're
planning to buy some speakers and
want a demonstration.
'Hues what reviews are for. If
you have the inclination to read them
and then heed them. Well, I do have
news for you. I heard a great new
album the other day by a group
called - - are you ready for this? -
II.Y. SEMI .
0.k.. so I know you've never
heard of them. Iron will. That's what
reviews are for, remember? You
probably won't even be able to find
this album in the record store. You'll
have to order it. But it can wait until
after you've finished reading this.
Ihe name of the album is Bootleg
Music.
A great deal ot credit tor the
quality of music on this album has to
go to the engineer responsible for
blending the instruments into such a
delicate and acconstically clear tonal
pattern. You find yourself thinking
during each cut, "Gee, wouldn't it be
nice if there were a little choral or
organ (or something else) right
there." and suddenly, here it is,
blended beautifully.
'Elie musicians aren't hal had
either.
Ihere are three in the group (two
more added recently but not
included on this album) names of
Michael 1. wbank, who plays organ.
piano, acoustic, and sings: Richard
Porter who is the lead singer and has
a unique voice all his own (to liken it
t o someone else would be
sacreligious).
Porter also plays guitar, piano,
harpsichord, and accoustic. Most
must be said of this voice. It is clear,
smooth, soft, versatile. Just nice.
the third member of the group is
Jan Pulver. He plays bass, cowbell.
gun shots and sings.
All are from the lampa, I la.,
area and have been together since
early 1970.
Group members write there own
music which is almost a must today if
a group is going to make it big. [here
is one song on the album that is
destined to he released as a single - -
Cellophane Lady /Nowhere to Go.
Watch for it. It has a transition
reminiscent of Harrison and knocks
you out. D.A.P.
Institute tit Social Science iii I he
Ilague. I his single stark statistic
means a doubling of the earth's urban
population within II years."
"Let us use the letter "Q" to
stand for the energy derived from
burning some 33,000 million tons of
coal. In the 181/2 centuries after
Christ, the total energy consumed
averaged less than one half Q per
century. But by 1850, the rate had
risen to one Q per century. today
the rate is about 10 Q per century.
This means roughly that half of all
the energy consumed by man in the
past 2,000 years has been consumed
in the last one hundred."
"... In 6,000 B.C., the lastest
transportation available to man over
:Ong distances was the camel caravan,
averaging eight miles per hour. It was
not until about 1,600 B.C. when the
chariot was invented that the
maximum speed was raised to
roughly 20 miles per hours ... nearly
3,500 years later, when the first mail
coach began operating in England in
1784. it averaged a mere 10 mph.
-The first steam locomotive
introduced in 1825, could muster a
speed of only 13 mph ... by 1938
airborne man was cracking the 400
mph line .. by the 1960's rocket
planes approached speeds of 4,000
mph and men in space capsules were
circling the earth at 18,000 mph.
Plot ted on a graph, the line
representing progress in the past
generation would leap vertically off
the page."
"Prior to 1500, by the most
uptiinistic estimates, I Wore NJ5
producing books at a rate of I .000
titles per year ... By 1950, Europe
was producing 120,000 titles a
year.... By the mid 60's, the output
of books on a world scale, I. urope
included, approached the prodigious
figure of 1,000 titles per DAY."
All of these things build up a
Alvin Toffler
fantastic momentum, thrusting man
into the future at a rate he is
unequipped to handle. The increasing
momentum is accompanied by a
continual metamorphosis of
environment. Toffler repeatedly
emphasizes the fact that we live in a
transient society.
No thoit2, including family,
I riend N. home, possessions and
anything else you can think 0l.
remains the same. In bait, in many
cases, no remnants remain, :is the age
of "throw-away- comes into
maturity. 1 oilier cites trade-in Barbie
dolls, paper wedding gowns,
disposable products of every sort and
Rent-A-Anything as examples of thc
diminishing permanence of contact
between men and things.
loftier also sounds J death knell
for personal relationships. I he
frenetic pace of the future will not
allow for such old-fashioned realities
as life-long marriage, friendship or
family ties. Some of this can already
be seen in the burgeoning divorce
rate, the dissolution of the nucleai
family and the rise of vary ing life
styles such as commune living and
homosexuality.
The mind is certainly not exempt
from the effects of I uture Shock.
The overstimulation caused by
constant barrage on the senses results
in irrational behavior, confusion,
apathy and varying degrees of
Toffler prophesizes that man will
be unable to survive in his own world
if he does not learn the guidance of
his own evolution. Man may not be
able to harness change but he must
develop the ability to channel it and
coexist at peace with it. 1 his. in
Toffler's opinion, is the only w',0
can reach out and humanize distant
tomorrows.
Chris Danaher
The young will show the way
The Greening of America
hv Charles A. Reich
433 pp. New York
Bantam Books 5/.95
Add a word to your vocabulary
today. Greening. What does it mean?
rhe obvious answer is budding,
growth, vendure: all the signs of life
as we humanly know it. 'Ehat is one
of the senses which can be applied to
its use in the title of Charles Reich's
book The Greening of .11i:erica.
Reich looks tom aril to a new
growth in America. the growth of
w hat he calls Consciousness III.
( onsciousness III is the new open
mind. the living, breathing freedom
of youth in this country. Fhis
freedom is a way of life liberated
from and by the machine. It is
definitely not the tight, grey, hard
world of mechanized monotony that
we witness daily.
Rather. Reich recognizes the
ability: of youth to take machines for
what they are - - pieces of metal
designed to serve man - - to use them.
and then to discard or ignore them.
as they see fit. In order to arrive at
this conclusion, however, the reader
most follow mankind and America
through another definition 01
greening.
Webster's International
Dictionary gives another definition ot
greening as the act of making
something or someone seem green 01
inexperienced: in other words a trick,
a hoax. That greening is the
experience of America in years past.
What other than a giant hoax, a
cruel trick, could have made
"America the Beautiful" into the
place where we live today? What
happened to "Home of the brave.
land of the free?"
the brave. Does that refer to
men, trained by their government to
kill women and children with
napalm. grenades and machine guns?
Or maybe it refers to National
Guardsmen defending themselves
against unarmed students with loaded
rifles?
And who are the
free" ...newspapers prevented by.
court order from printing the truth
about the origins of an undeclared
war? llov, about the crowds of
Americans beaten and tear-gassed by
Boss Daley's troops because they had
the audacity to want a say in the
politics of their future'? Are they
"the free"'?
The greening of our homeland is
very much like an old children's
story, The Emperor's !Sew Chuhes.
Lady Liberty has been tricked by
men of small conscience and
fathomless greed into thinking that
"the public good- is the perfect
garment of freedom, l• cc; dare to
speak up and protest that those who
decide the "public good" are not the
public but, rather, men who stand to
make a profit from "caring for the
welfare of the country."
In The Emperor's .Vett• Clothes a
child, with the straightforward
frankness of one ho has not yet
learned des ions sophistication, points
at the misled monarch and states
loudly, -But, he has no clothes." Ihe
rest of the kingdom knew but was
too cowardly and indifferent to do
anything about
As the emperor walked naked
and uncontested through the streets
of his country, so does shameless
pilfering and pandering take place
here in the name of freedom and
liberty. Who will be the one to point
the linger? We all know that
corruption exists, that bribes and
favors are a way of Me in public
office. that the rights and securities
of the people of this Country: shnnk
from day to day.
Submissr. cue so well ta;,•,_
in our schools that test (It us ha‘c
the independence or the Indic iduality
to recognize \aatsagi.
discontent is that Ut.' feel. And lesser
still have the guts to aloud What
is wrong and what should be done to
remedy the situation.
1 he book just might serce to
make more people sec tk liv college
graduates don't care to he
corporation execuny es or Military
careemien or eicil servailis Ii may
Open sonic ey es to criteria it her than
salary and status tor ludging and
ac,croing fellow men. Ma.,
us will become aroused and dare to
say "I hat is not MN. choic,...- "1 our
p(Ihic es don't reflect MN. and
"I refuse to saLrilk.t. MN. money. Me.
future for your stupidity."
And maybe then the real greening
of America will take place and it will
become what it was meant to be a
place for life. liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness for all of mankind.
Chris Danaher
Orientation movie is free
and it's even pleasant
but it isn't any masterpiece
If you are besieged with the
problem of what to do in the
evenings, provided, of course. that
you have finished your four hours of
dedicated homework, you might try
going to the movies. There is this
movie, and it's 1. REF, and it's on
campus, and it's shown in 137
Bennett Hall at 8 30 p.m. on Monday
and I hursday
Ihe movie is about the University
of Maine and is shown for the
freshmen orientation students and
their parents,
the movie is pleasant and
although no masterpiece. an
enjoyable collage of filmed moods set
to familiar music hinted by a special
seminar class last spring the film tries
to explore the many moods one
encounters as a student.
It seems to have two glaring
faults; one being the lack of winter
shots and the other being that the
film is only about 15 minutes long.
But it's pleasant.
The parents love it, of course.
After all. the University is all rosey to
them, until they find out about
12-hour parietals. l•reshmen reaction
was mixed. They seemed to like the
music most of all. I'm sure they got
more out of the 15-minute film that
the grand bus tour.
But for all regular UMO students
and faculty' and employees st ho sit
around and read the Sl.MMI R
CAMPUS and watch EV every night,
why not go to the movies Monday
night tor I hursday a After all, it's
free. How many things in life besides
IV and the SUMME K C.AMPUS are
free'
k
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Inland east: land of
Orli ol the 1110st underrated
scem, areas ot Mame is one of the
most shenshed by those who are
tannhar with it. I very %jI, a \Mall
traternitN or fishermen and hunters
returnsto the hills and toresis east of
I he Peirobssot River lor %011ie 01 the
best fishing and hunting in the state.
I his area. though now used
mosilv as a sportsman's haunt. has
mikh to otter to someone in
mil\ in scenery. pease and quiet.
I here is plenty of that between here
and t.
Route 4. which can be reached
by going across the Penobsyot River
either at Bangor or Old lown and
following route 178 to a point almot'
directly across from Vea/ie. I ro
there route 9, the —airline road" as
is known locally, heads east.
In I ast Fddington. the ro,
begins to climb out of the Penobsc,
Valley and soon Is meanderir
through the narrovv %;1110, of tl
Clifton Hill. Chem° ike-mo) Pond 1,
lust to the north, and along one
stretch of the road which balances
precariously on a narross ridge, a
tributary stream and marsh become
5 isible.
‘105.11ile in this area is plentiful.
and despite the fact that Bangor is
hardly a doien miles distant. it is not
unlikely that you might find a moose
55ading around in the marsh.
I yen if there is nothing that
spectacular. you 55 °ill need a sign to
tell you "CRIB/anon ends here.—
Perhaps the .1,•11sity that the
airline road area is most conducive to
is hill-climbing. 1 he hills all vary in
height and character. but one
property common to many is that
they are close enough to the road
that a long 55 alk to the base is not
required.
Some hills seem to rise straight
up old r the road. ihe highest hill is
not necessarily the best, and there arc.
many factors v5hich might
determined 55hicn 5iew is the one
ou cant. ‘Isi . climbing conditions
must be taken into account: sonic
hills are co‘ered 551th thick
underbrush while others are almost
entiroly bare.
About 11,11155,1y bemeen Clifton
and kurora is Peaked Mountain. I-hat
Is. there is a peaked mountain. but It
is n Is Tieit silCral so named hills
in the state. I his particular one is
1.20/1) tect high and o‘erlooks the
Pr:rrobsLot alley as Vk ell as all the
surrounding area. Iloweyer. about .111
tic, further is Peaked Mountain
feet I Wit looks up at nearby
Pleasant Mountain and Lead
11.47.5).
th%.• hills and
m.,untains along route 9 are tar too
numerous to mention. but you
needn't know the name of a hill to
Ainh it. if it ,...it.hes your eye.
,kiUrse. the strenuous e \er.lse
t of mountain Ambing may not be
55 hat ou had in mind tor J Sunday
alternoon. so a retreat hi J quiet lake
might he ‘. our \Alsh.
Just past Virora idint blink.
!.ii II Miss it). you are presented
yy ith Aoi,e. On the right, route
passes through %I altham and near
Oraham Lake. Route 2011 goes past
V. ebb I ake and offers .)L Less to
Molasses Pond. Oeorges Pond. and
many ends up intersecting route I fi2
in I ranklin. I rum there Donnel
Pond. Runk and Spring River lakes
I he J‘allahlilt) of public beaches
on these bodies of water varies, but is
usually limited. However, for the
most part beaches are uncrowded and
clean.
I or fishing. the best lakes he to
the north 01 route 9. In Aurora, lust
a [Ink. or 50 past the route 179
intersection is an unnumbered road
that turns up to Oreat Pond. I WM
here, ground transportation becomes
a rare commodity., but neighboring
Brandy pond and Alligator lakw s are
hardly over-fished. To the north of
them, accessible only by distant
route Ihri are I skulassis and Dick
Ponds, as well as epanic
and West Lakes.
oake.
route one On the Canadian horde'
there are no ttMns that conipale %%01i
the vast urban spraw I of Veanc. Not
until Woodland and Calais is thew
anythingresembling v WAWA ion.
However. if civilization is what
v'ou're after, number nine is not the
suggested route.
Route 9 liernilliales in the eastern
end ot Washington County, lust
inland from I. astport and
Passamaquoddy Bay. In this, the
easternmost corner of the l'nited
States, there is quite a variety of
Oungs that make you wonder about
the asiorn that Anlerlea Was settled
tronr east to west.
and hills
I WWI CI% ion nesel reached
here or It Just skipped by . Perhaps it
is just as well, US some ot thy. more
colorful Indian names might have
been changed to those never-ending
nglish and I rench "New's - As
it now lands, astride route 179 near
Calais is the Passamaquoddy Indian
reservation. Nearby , the names of
towns and lakes bear their touch;
%t eddy bemps, Cathance and
Poca m oo nshine I a k e
Pennamaquam. Cob scook, and
Quoddy Village.
Past Woodland, is
Princeton with its network of
o the north.
NEEKLND RESIDLNCE - - Campers park along the shore of a northeastern Maine lake.
To described each of these
individually would require volumes.
However their mere remoteness lends
them a quality that will never be
found in Sebago or Moosehead. Most
lie within the seemingly endless pine
forests %% Inch are .555 tied by the
timber and paper companies. I he
area is mostly hilly and almost
entirely unpopulated. It is the
antithesis to the teeming hordes of
the megalopolis shopping center or
the Cony Island beaches.
I or a diflerent kind of solitude, a
turn do55n route 193 in Beddington
55111 take you to the
Dablois-t herrytield blueborr \
barrens. On these vast rolling gla, 1,1
deposits are miles and miles ot
kiss hush blueberries that are raked
each year hy the migrant Indians who
set up shanty tow rIN thereon.
%ILIA it the \—ist dirt road work
is prnately owned. but is usually
travelled as trequently as the publis
roads to the state tish hat. hers or the
summer ,arnps in SL booth,. Lake.
1111' berries usually ripen in early
:1in:fist and the odor ot Iresh
blueberries rising from the billions ot
berries that turn the fields blur.
!nit .‘ fief's' day is dele5 table - -
like bluebernes.
side from a less buildings in
Beddington. route 9 is .1 w ilderne,
road from Aurora to tiny Wesley
ven over the remaining 10 Miles le
LARGEST
SELECTIONOF
souvenirs
IN THE AREA
(;111.1 ir ei en edit'
tit( A -A fiat As
rt
Wrappttis? paper
( em eri e)( awe tit
Picture & Gift Shop
17 Main St. tel. 942-0720 1). ass mow n Ban
se.ondary and sub
-secondary roads
that connect the pavement with the
Machias Lakes - - si‘ in all - which are
considered by many to be the best
lakes for fresh-water fishing in the
state. To the south of Woodland is
the Moosehorn National Wildlife
refuge,
Uhroughout this region between
the Penobscot and Canada are
hundreds of square miles of
uninterrupted forest, hills seldom
climbed by anyone until their trees
are ready for harvest, and scores of
unpolluted streams and lakes. All
things considered. it is precisely the
type of area that conservationists
across the nation are trying to save.
If you are from Newark, N.J.;
Lawrence. Mass.; or Westbrook. Me.,
here is an opportunity to we nature
as it can be found in lew places south
of here on the east coast. Unlike the
walk through the woods that ends
abruptly after three miles at the side
of yet another road, from the airline
road you can actually walk 30 or 40
miles in most every direction without
hitting pavement.
Your trip down route 9 may take
a while. I o make the most of a good
thing, it would be advisable to plan
overnight accommodations
somewhere doN1 ii I- as t . Lodging is
somewhat sketchy on the airline, but
in the Passmaquoddy bay area, where
tourists are more of a prized
commodity', there is mismia ll adequate
If you plan io leave summer
session for a ‘keekend in the %%oods, a
tent could be put to some Use.
However, it should be remembered
that most of the forest land you will
see is owned by the paper companies
and is therefore private property.
However, there are many places
where camping is permitted in the
area. Whether you choose this or the
coiy comfort of a motel room, the
scenery outside is still the same.
_
_
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The Bride Always
Saves When Shopping at Day's
See Our Appliances For Low, Low Prices . . .
C
Specials For The )7((
Featuring famous name brands
General Electric — Sunbeam
• Toasters
• Irons
• Hand Mixers
• Coffeemakers
• 1 Horsepower
Vacuum Cleaner
• 12" Portable TV
NEVER UNDERSOLD
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
$11.88
$9.47
$8.98
$9.88
$29.88
$79.95
MAINE'S ,g LARGEST
JEWELERS A APPLIANCE STORES
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Curtis nominates three
for trustee posts
I he Republican-controlled state
F‘ecutive Council has been presented
three names by Democratic Governor
Kenneth M. Curtis for consideration
luture trustees of the University of
Maine.
Present trustee Dr. Nils Wessell of
Chebegue Island was recommended
for another term by the Governor.
Dr. Wessell is a former president of
Tufts University in Sommerville,
Mass, and resides in New
York. I he three new nominees are
all from Maine.
Dr. Stanley Lvans is from Bangor
has been the medical director at
Bangor State Hospital for four years.
Ile has been nominated to fill the
position of retiring trustee Arthur
Benoit. Evans is the first Black to
ever be nominated to the Board. He
is 35 years old.
ifty -o ne year-old Kenneth
Ramage has been chosen by Curtis to
replace Hayden Anderson of
Gardiner. Ramage is the
representative of 19 union locals in
the state of the United Papermakers
and Paperworkers guild. Ile is from
Bethel.
Harrison L. Richardson of
Cuniberland is a former floor kaderinthe state House of Representatives.lie was the majority floor leader for
the Repulican-controlled 103rd and104th legistlatures. Richardson, an
attorney, has been nominated to
replace Ralph Cutting of Waterville.
Ile is 41.
Kalb to speak July 19
Marvin Kalb will address Summer
Session students at the July 19
Convocation in the Memorial
Gymnasium. There will be no classes
during the Convocation. The
instructors are asked to dismiss their
students at approximately 8:50 a.m.
The second penod will begin as soon
as the Convocation is over.
The shag goes shaggier...
in the Merle Norman Wig
( 1, 1 mita. "sat ' and torn, .
«rntinue, it, rit;ht (1r)\‘'n Ni, nape (4 tfii
k. int, fel ,thr
(!ii•
t o
tga,11.rf,. ( )n!\ It \ flit
MERLE noRmAn
Airport Mall 947-400n
Ed Hewes, classified employee:
not enough for doctor with $84'
I d woiks 40 how,
?heck. Ile takes home $84.
1..d Hewes is a classified
employee at UMO. lie has been since
1963.
tie now earns $2.71 an hour -
$13 more than he earned here eigIm
years ago. But he now receives mor.
than many of the employees.
"It's not the food or clothing that
I can't pay for," Hewes says. "It',
the doctor bills that's not paid by
insurance. Dentist bills. Things like
that, that you just can't afford.
"There was this clinic in Bangor. 1
got my kids' teeth fixed the ,
through the clinic. But that clinic
not there anymore.
"What the hell. If I could takc
home over a hundred a week 1 could
afford to have my kids' teeth fixed.
"My son, he broke his glasses.
And he needs them. I wear glasses.
too. but I just can't afford to ha.,
mine fixed either.
"I've got doctor bills, but I just
can't afford to pay them. I've got
some insurance for my family. I pay
half and the University pays the
other half. It only covers accidents.
What happens if one of the kids gets
sick and is brought to the hospital
and 1 get a bill for 51.000?"
How does Hewes get by?
Barely get by
"My wife works for Avon." he
says. "Sometimes she takes home
$10, sometimes $40 a week on a
commission basis. With her salary, we
can just barely get by
Hewes , who has lived in Brewer
all his life, has four children ranging
in age from 19 months to 12 years.
lie shrugs staring at the floor. "If
it were'nt for my wife's salary, I
don't know what I'd do," he says.
Hewes feels he has to get a
part-time job. He applied for two
weekend iobs last Sunday, one as a
night custtidiaii at a Brewer
restaurant, and the other as J
lumber-yard worker I riday nights
and Sund:4%.
Hewes , a 40-year-old custodian
and maintenance man for the
basement and first floor of Lord Ilall,
BURNHAM DRUG
48 N Main Street Old Town
Welcome Summer Music
headquarters for
20 Broad St Bangor
\o'c
4100
cl•
C 1
other leading brands of musical instruments and supplies.
Ed Hewes, cleaning light fixture.
doesn't get much overtime during the
summer. except on hohilos. During
the regular a.adeink \ ear. he has the
opportunity to work alternate
Saturday mornings. roxis mg foe .ind
a halt hours ot time-and-a-hall pay .
"When I tan .Joi oct-tinic. It.s not
too bad." Ilewe. su -Hut w hen
there', no Saturday s. it's rough.'
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Penobscot Trading Post
II lityou! 
.111d
\I \I \ I SOI.
1,, lake 110111e
N,,rth Nhun Si , ('iii
Labree's Bakery
SUM'S
POLYNESIAN-AMERICAN
Restaurant and Lounge
Open 7 Days A Week
Special Businessman's
Luncheon
950 and up
YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGE
SERVED AT YVAIKIKI LOUNGE
Penobscot Pis es Bangor
Offlc
A limited number of ternh:
iackets is available tot use by Summer
Session students on a day-to-day
basis. Rackets may be obtained at the
s 01: 1 a I 1)1rectors office (listed
lielkM I.
Golt tickets for the Penobscot
\ alley Country. Club will be issued
from the Social Director's office. The
rate is SI 5 for sis rounds.
1. olk and square dancing w ill take
place on 1 uesday evenings
throughout the Summer Session for
the small fry at 7 p.m in the Bangor
Room of the Memorial Union.
I rips are planned for each
weekend throughout the Summer
Session, Bar Harbor. Camden Hills,
\It Katandin. Lakewood Summer
I heat re, Cape Rosier Lobster
Cookout. and Sebes' Lake Outing are
among scheduled outings. See the
SL R C AMPUS. WI I KLY
C ALI ND AR and the Union bulletin
I' oard for dates and further
in tom a tion
the summer campus july 9,1971
notices
he Social Director's office is
located in the Grant Room on
the first floor of the Memorial
Union and will be open through
the Summer Session from 9 a.m.
to noon and from I to 4 p.m.
Monday' through Thursday,
Friday until noon.
1 he Men's slow-pitch softball
league will hold its first meeting
Monday at 6 p.m. on the recreation
fields near the Memorial Gym.
All summer session students,
faculty, and staff can participate.
Dorm groups, institutes. living areas,
and off-campus people may organize
teams and play on Monday and
Wednesday esenings during the nest
sis weeks of the summer session.
Prof. Ivan Booker is offering
classes in pottery this summer at 46
Bretton St.. Brewei. 1 he shop is open
Interested persons may contact
Prof. Booker at the shop, 989-2007.
or at his home. 9594041t.
The annual Summer Session
Outdoor Chicken Barbecue will be
held in front of I ast Commons, July
20. from 5:30-6:15 p.m. No meals
vs ill lie served that esening in
niversity dining halls.
Students living off campus and
faculty members may purchase
tickets for $1.75 for adults and SI.00
for children under 12.
Tickets must be purchased before
noon July 16 from Mr. Deering at the
Summer Session Office in Merrill
Hall. No tickets will be sold at the
barbecue. In case of had weather, the
meal will be served as usual in the
dining halls. 1 hose with off-campus
tickets will be served in 1 as!
Commons.
lhe facilities of the Memorial
Gymnasium will be available to
students and stall beginning Monday
each afternoon Monday through
hu rsd ay 1-4 p.m. Lquipment
ordinarily used for recreational
purposes may be signed out durim'
these hours. This include -
bask etballs, volleyballs, softball',.
weights. handballs. paddle ball, and
tennis. See Mr. Woodbury in the
office of Physical I ducation or in the
Physical Fducation equipment room.
d b OFFERS YOU....
THE-13EST STEREO
41/</
_Afil/HL-
 
ilice) 141c
II-411..JP011
UNIER
EMPIRE
TAN DBERG
IT COSTS
SO LITTLE MORE
TO OWN
THE VERY BEST
We've got an ear for musk.d b stereo systems
45 North Main Street, Old Town. Phone 827-4753
MAINE'S OUTSTANDING STEREO SHOP FOR
COMPONENTS, SYSTEMS, & REPAIR-SERVICE!!!
BOOK LOVERS BONANZA
PUBLISHERS CH-:R NCE SALE
University Bookstore
HUNDREDS OF EXCITING NE\\ TITLES!!
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS OF UP TO s070
STARTS if LY Sth. 8 A.M.
2919'.i \\l1 S bl \RIrs I RI AS(10 11)00R
COOKING. With hundreds ot special. hrjllijn t olor
photos. paintings and ,ther illus. I he most lavish,
s itin. ..00k book ever published (good tor indoorstool, from simple grilling to gourmet sauces anddressings: from a simple rh.ni, ii the most
sophisticated (east. Pub. sI 2.511. OnlyS6.95
1.657. hI 0 K \\D SII K SCR I I N PRINTING. By G.Ahlberg N. 0. tarneryd. Illus. with photos, draw mg. &dsigns. ( tear and concise instructions in all the block
and silk printing hobby techniques including stencils
with suggestions for designs. Orig. pub. at S3.95.
New. complete ed. Only SI.98
1167. Oil) AM! RI( N's HOUSI S 1700-1850. How to
Restore. Remodel and Reproduce !hem. By Henry L.W illiams & ()Italie Is. Williams. Illus. with over 200
photos & draw ings. I \tenor and interior details
including t urnishings. fireplaces. shutters. latches.
knobs. etc. Orig. Pub. at Sfi.95.
New. complete ed. Only $2.98
K46. 1111 WORLD 01 BIRDS. By M.I His. Hundreds
of illus. by major bird artists, many in full color,
1 ascinating chapters on the Life of birds, territorial
behavior, bird calls & songs. estinct & vanishing birds.
S'195 value. Only S3.95
,r75. Hoy, tr AK I Pon R\' & other terami,
Ware. By M.P. uroff. Over 350 illus. Practical
instruction on des6.m. making, decorating and handling
articles of clav for jewelry . tiles. dolls and other objects
plus tableware. Pub. at S3.95. Only SI.98
K26s. 1 A RMLRS' Al MANAC COOK BOOK. Id.
by I. Wheelwright. 1 his unique cook book truly
represents pure American cooking. 390 pages. Pub. at
Only $1.98
• .59. CRUISING 1111 MAIN! COAS1 . By ALI und.
Over 100 photos. drawings & maps in color and
•nonochrome. A pictorial guide with practical maps to
he pleasure of cruising the 25(X) miles of granite and
pine shores of Maine. Pub. at ¶12.50. Only $4.95
is.9113. 1(1 MdAlahon's HARSH)! ( OkIPANION.
Drawings by P. Interlandi. The jovial celebrity from the
rohnny Carson Show concocts a hilarious blend it
round the bat jokes, games, bets, stunts, and triL ks.
Pub. at $3.95. Only S1.00
r) 5 5 2. 1111 .A \ \ I I It \ATIRk 1.1ST 'S
HANDBOOK. By Vinson Brown. 11, ith over 200 illus.
by Don Greame Kelley., the famous, compact field
guide with 475 pages full of information on how to
recognize rocks and minerals, classify, dissect and
preserve plants: collect animals, dead or alive, and how
to can: 1'0i or mount then): how to forecast climate,
etc. in any part of the Orig. pub, at 54.95.
New. complete ed. Only $1.98
6562. I bureau : 1111 MAIN!' WOODS, By Henry. Day
id Thoreau. Illus. by LB. Kane. Notes by D.C.Lunt.
Handsomely illustrated, new edition of this classic of
the north woods recorded in Thoreau's three trips
through the Kathadin country . ()rig. Pub. at S5.50.
Only $1.98
1738. VI R AN AND VIM .GI CARS. By Peter
Roberts. 300 large photos. with 32 pages in full color.
A hy el, history of automobiles from earliest days, the
inventi irs. drivers. contests, tads, changing models, etc.
Special $2.98
1760. '1111 BOOK 01. 1111 DOG. Over 200 pictures,35 in full color. Packed with interesting and unusualfacts about the history, lore and development of thedog, the care and management of your dog, completely'illustrated volume overflowing with marvelous pictures.$7.95 value. Only $2.98
K756. BOOK 01' SHIPS. By L. Dunn, illus with
fantastic color plates. The making and development of
ships from early Igyptian and Viking days to modernlusury liners and tankers all portrayed in full color.
Only $1.00
965 I. (i1.1) IIM1 PICKLING AND SPICING
RU('IPI S. By T. limbed:. Illus. 110 small-quantity
recipes for watermelon pickle. tomato garlic catsup,
apple butter. spiccd pear chips, salad dressings,
piccalilli and other favorite relishes, sauces, spreads.
etc. ()rig. Pub. at 2..51). Only $1.00
3444. VOL CAN WHITTLI AND CARVI. By
rankhn J. Gottshall & A.W. helIum. With 94 photos.drawings & patterns. Tasy to follow instructions onhow to Carve human and animal figures, wall plaques,trays, book ends. jewelry', etc. Information onfinishing, tools and suitability of the different woods.Orig. Publ. at $3.00. Only 5.198
010
1634. 'Thornton W. Burgess: T111- ('ROOK! I) 1.1111L1
PATH. A Book of Nature Stories. Illus. by Harrison
Cady. 26 delightful stories about the animal characters
made famous by Burgess: Peter Rabbit, Buster Bear.
Prickly Porky, Little Joe Otter, etc. Orig. Pub, at$3.95. New, complete ed. Only $1.49
1193.1111)1 I%1l IIIBIh SlORIUS TOR CHILDRTN.I rum the Old 1 estament and New - a retelling of the
world's greatest stories including Noah and the Ark,Moses. David and the Lion's Den. Jonah and the Whale,the Nativity, etc. Beautifully illus. with 150 colorpictures. Lib. 1- d. Pub. at S5.95.
This Complete Ed. Only $1.00
3822. 1111 Dl( KI NS THU ATRICAL RI ADLR.By I dgar & Lleanor Johnson. Illus. with Cruikshankand Phi, engravings. 'The great theatrical scenes fromhis novels are collected in this anthology' together withbits of dramatic criticism, articles and comments oncabarets, min st re 1 shows, ballet. pantomime,puppeteers, ventriloquists and magicians. Pub. at$7.00. 
Only $2.98
1359. "Mother Goose- Nl RSI RY RH YMI. S.Arranged by, L.North, illus by C. Sanders. Over 175 fullcolor plates. Special selection of traditional favoritiesbeautifully' illustrated. Ages 2-5. Only $1.00
K615. Pll RRO1 AND IIIS TRH NDS IN THECIRCUS. By W Grieder. The adventures of the Frenchorphan Pierre, who becomes Pierrot when he joins thecircus. Richly illus. in full color. Ages 4-8. Pub. at¶4.50. 
Only $1.00
K732, 1111 MOUST BAIT. By M. Kyher. Illus, in colorby "F. Oberhansb. Charming tale of cellar mice whodecide to hold a mouseball - preferably without the
cat! Ages 3-7. Pub. at $3.95.
New, complete ed., Only $IM
6121, 838 NAYS 10 ANIL'S! A (11111): ( rafts,
Ilobbies & Creative Ideas for the Child from 6 to 12.By' June Johnson. With 122 illus. 1 asy-to-followdirections for hundreds of simple things for boy's andgirls to make, to do and to enjoy by themselves or ingroups: toys and gifts, knot tying, flower arranging,leatherwork. carpentry, nature studies, c hemistry. Orig.Pub. at $3.95. New, complete ed., Only $1.00
Kfil 2. Al ICL'S ADVENTURTS IN WOND1 KLAN')
AND THROUGH THL LOOKING GLASS. By Lewis
Carroll. Illus by P. Newell. Unusual gift edition of these
classic works - profusely illustrated with imaginativeborder decorations on every page plus over 50 full pageillus. Gift bused. Pub. at $7.50. Only $2.98
